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About This Game

An artistic metroidvania with a classic NES era gameplay, taking the player through the life of an average man escaping his
depression in a partly imaginary world he created around him.

The game takes place in an old, still running business housing. Main character meets various different people on his path to find
more happiness in his life.

In each environment different types of enemies await to attack you, each with its own
strengths and patterns. Improve your tactics while fighting in either of the 3 difficulties.
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Apart from it's attacking power, each power is equipped with a special ability that you
have to combine in order to make your way through the levels and uncover all the

secrets. Collect orbs to upgrade your powers for maximum efficiency in your fights.

At the end of each section of the building a powerful boss awaits to fight you.
Overcome your past and the fears that haunt you to regain your true self.

Buy items from the shops or obtain them from quests around the building.
Use them to unlock new areas and defeat all the enemies that block your way.
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Title: External Visions
Genre: Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
team BitClub
Publisher:
team BitClub
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 1.7 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 + 512MB VRAM

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Bought this last year on sale, finally using it now playing as Pergamon. Fun faction, nice mix of traditional greek units with
Galatian swords\/spears. Probably one of the better faction packs, but get the Greek City States first.. Arcen Games brings a
nice DLC for those who think vanilla SR didn't have enough bullets. New rooms, new items, enemies, bosses and loads of
hellish bullets to dodge.. Shame on Epic, shame on Gearbox, and shame on Valve for trying to hide negative voices only and
only now.. My eyes hurt. I caught my friend running IRL away from a woman looking at him.

Very nice game :D. I'm actually surprised this game has such mixed opinions? I actually loved it alot, no strong qualms, which is
weird because I'm super stupid picky about my otomes man.

I think most people can agree that western otomes have almost always had quality writing, but have always looked ugly as hell
compared to Japanese otomes. THIS GAME THOUGH! No long am I looking at strange proportioned men, but handsome boys
like Mark who's hair I REALLY wish I had.

If I could put some ok hand emojis here I would, but I don't know if steam allows that, and I'm too lazy to go, and copy paste
any here. Point is, good game.

It's definitely a little reptitive at times, i click the skip ahead button though, and I'm shooting through the game with ease which
is VERY GOOD cause oh boy if I had to spend 10 minutes pressing skip ahead to get my romance on I'd be whining about that
for an hour, and maybe saying its not worth it (but mark is so worth it, c'mon, if ur gonna play for anyone play for Mark.)

An otome out rn that I think has some similarities to this game (meaning they'll prob attract near the same audience) would be
Dream Daddy, except the main character in this game is more bubbly, and shy than the dream daddy mc. When the male
characters cheeks rosey up everytime he smiles.... I think I've found peace. Albatros is the newest official addon to DCS World
and as usual it does not disappoint as far as depth, quality and graphics goes.
Key feature for me here is shared MP cockpit - you can do training on-line flight with your friend.
Apart from that L-39 can do combat missions and devs already added another variant of it with mounted gun.
Yes, this module is expensive, but it is a very close replica of the real life L-39, it comes with 200 pages of detailed manual,
fully working on board systems and click-able cockpit.
But what is most important - L-39 is a joy to fly and the ability to share the cockpit with friends makes it even better.
Highly recommended for serious flight sim enthusiast.. A really great little game to play whenever you want!. So what is there to
say about "Clans"?

Pretty good, aged like cheese, but still minorly playable, i haven'nt beat this game yet, but i've played it more than any Assassian
Creed games, and I do plan on some night, cracking open a beer and raging hard through this game. There are some things I
like, 1, its an almost isometric game, which is something I love, thanks fallout. Also this game falls under that, "so bad its good".
The combat is very simple, pick fighter everytime, the voice acting is laughable, actually this game made me laugh quite a bit,
defenitly one of the best games i bought for less than 30 cents. If you want some real fun, try and convince a friend to purchase
this game, and play it multiplayer. Im not gonna rate it, cause it isn't one of those games.
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A top tier,OG japanese eroge that combines strategy rpg and visual novel and each of these 2 sides has been masterfully
crafted.. This Game SEEMED TO HAVE a great storyline, which I was thoroughly enjoying... However, one major glitch
caused my game to block me from progressing in the Mansion which the developer was so kind in helping me with by sending
me a new file to help me progress, but I lost all my own collectible stuff with that file. Once progressed, and getting to another
part of the game, (Graveyard and Regrets), the FPS dropped to 5 and the game was so choppy it became unplayable. I really
enjoyed this game, and hope to finish it at some point in the future. Maybe if the video options were added to adjust for
Medium or Low graphics, instead of just Ultra High and High? Or give players the options of turning off particles in the
options, especially since your requirements listed on Steam to be able to play the game are so low... My build is way higher than
your minimum requirement, and this game IS the ONLY game I have issues playing... Hopefully there will be a future update to
this game that will fix the issues I had... Unless you have a monster beast of computer to play games on with a monster beast
GPU as well, buyer beware .... Still one of the best in it's own way. Has unique but learnable physics and options to change the
ball speed so it feels like you're playing underwater.. it looks like a beautiful mobile game but without a f****** shop like
actually so i love this point ! And i love that the goal is not to kill but to run with a really nice and cool music. The decor is
amazing.

A good moment to relax and take a deep breath ^^!. It has the right level of difficulty and that "one more level" feel to it that
keeps you going. I love the pixel art and the updates that the developer is doing so you know they support the community. Its a
great value and will keep you occupied for a while!. quot;Nancy Drew: the Ghost of Thornton Hall" ranks in my top five
favourite Nancy Drew games produced by Herinteractive. This game is by far the spookiest though, from the random shadows
that fleet across the screen to other strange happenings. If you're faint-of-heart, you might like another one of the Nancy Drew
games better, or at the very least, don't play this one at night! :-P All-in-all though, the graphics, storyline, and characters are
really engaging. Herinteractive really strived to make this game one of their best yet. I have few qualms with the game
itself--some of the puzzles were a little too challenging for me, but it's definitely a good brain tease at the very least! Many of
the Nancy Drew games recently have really focused on visiting a variety of countries to welcome new cultures to the game.
While I fully approve of this notion, some of the games come off as a wee bit stereotyped. This particular game, however, is not
one of them. This game has a true sense of place because it's not just aiming to put another Herinteractive flag on the map. The
location itself doesn't really pertain much to the game (though it is stated), which in my opinion, makes the gameplay so much
more realistic. :-). Really good game!! I can only recommend it. Feels smooth and fun to play with, nothing unnecessary just the
game. I really like that.. Each Snail Trek episode is done in about 20-30 minutes... this sounds sad but it's actually a core element
of the game.

The game consists of several episodes... It's perfect nostalgia inspired retro adventure game for casual gaming SciFi fans :)

For the low price it's available for, you can't do anything wrong!. It is a great game and Steam is the only way to play it on
Windows 7.
It was never a stable game so don't expect it to be.
If you want to have some awesome time with one on the best RTS of all times, spend 5 bucks.
I am just amazed I can play it again.. No support. Wont respond. Won't launch or crashes at Startup with my Canon 60d.
Avoid and just use Lightroom or the EOS free utility with your camera.
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